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Middlemarch 2019-08-27 subtitled a study of provincial life george eliot s novel middlemarch is a chronicle of the titularnineteenth
century midlands town in the midst of political and socialchange eliot explores the upheaval and transformation brought about bythese
changes through their impact on the lives of a richly varied cast ofcharacters that includes the pious young dorothea brooke her suitor
thereverend edward casaubon the ambitious doctor tertius lydgate and themysterious schemer john raffles
A Critical Edition of Robert Barnes' A Supplication Unto the Most Gracyous Prince Kynge Henry the VIII, 1534 2008-01-01 this critical
volume includes the entire 1534 edition of a supplication a biographical sketch of barnes a bibliographical introduction a glossary of
arcane words and an appendix that features the 1531 edition giving readers the chance to make their own comparison
Critical Edition of Robert Barnes's A Supplication Vnto the Most Gracyous Prince Kynge Henry The. VIIJ. 1534 2008-06-07 robert
barnes 1495 1540 was perhaps the most important sixteenth century english protestant reformer after william tyndale the shifting
religious and political views of henry viii positioned barnes at the opposite end of the popular ideology of the day culminating in his
execution in 1540 soon after that of thomas cromwell a supplication vnto the most gracyous prince kynge henry the viij the first edition
of which appeared in 1531 during barnes s german exile was a controversial lament for the religious climate in england and an earnest
argument in favour of reform in this critical edition douglas h parker compares all extant versions of the text published in the sixteenth
century focusing on the differences between the 1531 and 1534 editions parker argues that the differences between versions can be
explained by barnes s increasing sensitivity to the unstable theological climate under henry viii as well as to the author s attempt to
curry favour with the english government in 1534 this critical volume includes the entire 1534 edition of a supplication a biographical
sketch of barnes a bibliographical introduction a glossary of arcane words and an appendix that features the 1531 edition giving readers
the chance to make their own comparison this work is a long over due study of one of the most fascinating and prescient texts to
emerge from the protestant reformation
The Secret Garden 2015-10-22 classic fiction children s teenage on the grounds of misselthwaite her uncle archibald s estate near the
yorkshire moors nine year old mary lennox finds a walled in garden that has been locked securely for years with the help of dickon
sowerby a young local boy who can charm animals mary cultivates the garden an experiences that both improves her health and raises
her spirits ultimately the secret garden proves beneficial not only to mary but to her sickly cousin colin nurtured with love and
tenderness the secret garden proves it has the power to heal the heart first published in 1911 frances hodgson burnett s the secret
garden is a much loved classic of children s literature this illustrated edition with full colour plates by charles robinson features an
elegant bonded leather binding a satin ribbon bookmark distinctive gilded edging and decorative endpapers decorative durable and
collectible it s a book that will be cherished by readers of all ages ages 9
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F. Scott Fitzgerald (Barnes and Noble Collectible Classics: Omnibus Edition) 2018 general literary fiction this is a beautiful gift edition of
the classic novel it was an instant bestseller upon its release capturing the spirit of the roaring twenties if the roaring twenties are
remembered as the era of flaming youth it was f scott fitzgerald who lit the fire his semi autobiographical first novel this side of
paradise became an instant best seller and established an image of seemingly carefree party mad young men and women out to create a
new morality for a new post war america it traces the early life of amory blaine from the end of prep school through princeton to the
start of an uncertain career in new york city this volume has an exquisitely designed bonded leather binding with distinctive gilt
edging and a silk ribbon bookmark decorative durable and collectible this book offers hours of pleasure to readers young and old and is
an indispensable cornerstone for any home library
Sense and Sensibility 2019-01-15 when the dashwood family estate passes to the eldest son john and his wife mrs dashwood and her
daughters elinor marianne and margaret must find a new home moving to a cottage in devonshire the dashwood women begin
adjusting to a new life and a new social circle soon elinor is being courted by the gentlemanly edward ferrars and marianne finds
herself torn between two suitors the brooding colonel brandon and social climbing scoundrel john willoughby the love and heartbreaks
that they all endure are shaped by the temperament of their time and place and the sense and sensibility of their society originally
published in 1811 jane austen s first published novel is revered as a classic romance of manners this volume is one of barnes noble s
collectible editions classics each volume features authoritative texts by the world s greatest authors in an exquisitely designed foil
stamped binding with distinctive coloured edging and an attractive ribbon bookmark decorative durable and collectible these books offer
hours of pleasure to readers young and old and are an indispensable cornerstone for any home library
Anna Karenina 2012 the doomed love affair between the sensuous and rebellious anna and the dashing officer count vronsky tragedy
unfolds as anna rejects her passionless marriage and must endure the hypocrisies of society set against a vast and richly textured canvas
of nineteenth century russia the novel s seven major characters create a dynamic imbalance playing out the contrasts of city and
country life and all the variations on love and family happiness
Gray's Anatomy 2018-03-26 this is an attractively designed edition of gray s anatomy the scientific and artistic triumph gray s anatomy
is a phenomenally well known title and with good reason not just a dry index of parts and names gray s lets the natural beauty and
grace of the body s interconnected systems and structures shine forth from the page using sumptuous illustrations and clear matter of
fact descriptions dr gray unleashed a classic on the world more than 100 years ago whether you want to understand yourself or others
knowledge of our physical parts and how they fit together is essential gray s anatomy provides that information in a simple timeless
format that cleanly dissects a body of knowledge grown over centuries this book will not only fill the needs of people in the medical
profession but will please artists and naturalists as well
Jane Eyre 2013-03 when jane eyre was first published in 1847 it became an instant bestseller so popular that the publisher
commissioned a second printing in just three months the story of a young girl plain poor and alone who endures abuse abandonment
and ridicule only to become a loving compassionate young woman of great moral character remains charlotte bronte s greatest
achievement now available as part of the canterbury classics singles series jane eyre is a must have addition to the libraries of all classic
literature lovers
The Three Novels 2012 the most cherished novel from each of england s talented sisters in one gorgeously packaged volume the brontë



family was a literary phenomenon unequalled before or since both charlotte s jane eyre and emily s wuthering heights have won lofty
places in the pantheon and stirred the romantic sensibilities of generations of readers this leatherbound classics edition unites these two
enduring favourites with the lesser known but no less powerful work by their youngest sister anne drawn from anne s own
experiences as a governess agnes grey offers a compelling view of victorian chauvinism and materialism its inclusion makes the brontë
sisters a must have volume for anyone fascinated by this singularly talented family
Adventures of Tom Sawyer 2016-10 the updated edition of julian barnes best loved writing on art with seven new exquisite illustrated
essays flaubert believed that it was impossible to explain one art form in terms of another and that great paintings required no words of
explanation braque thought the ideal state would be reached when we said nothing at all in front of a painting but we are very far
from reaching that state we remain incorrigibly verbal creatures who love to explain things to form opinions to argue it is a rare
picture which stuns or argues us into silence and if one does it is only a short time before we want to explain and understand the very
silence into which we have been plunged julian barnes began writing about art with a chapter on géricault s the raft of the medusa in
his 1989 novel a history of the world in 101 2 chapters since then he has written a series of remarkable essays chiefly about french
artists which trace the story of how art made its way from romanticism to realism and into modernism fully illustrated in colour
throughout keeping an eye open contains barnes essays on géricault delacroix courbet manet morisot fantin latour cézanne degas cassatt
redon van gogh the legendary critic huysmans bonnard vuillard vallotton braque magritte oldenburg howard hodgkin and lucian freud
it also offers new perspectives on the fruitful relationship between writers and artists and on the rivalry among russian collectors of
french art in the late 19th century a typically elegant and absorbing book by one of the greatest contemporary english writers guardian
books of the year gave me a new confidence in how to understand and more importantly enjoy wandering around an exhibition
mariella frostrup my book of the year natalie haynes independent
Keeping an Eye Open 2015-05-07 edgar allan poe was a master of the tale of psychological horror and the author of what is considered
the first modern detective story this anthology gathers more than 20 of poe s groundbreaking tales of the macabre among them the tell
tale heart the masque of the red death and the fall of the house of usher it also includes his trilogy of stories featuring detective c
auguste dupin the murders in the rue morgue the mystery of marie rôget and the purloined letter
Edgar Allan Poe 2018-04-27 two more new titles in the barnes noble collectibles classic fiction series in flexi leather look binding
The Scarlet Letter 2015 this special pocket edition of features an elegant bonded leather binding distinctive gilt edging and decorative
endpapers durable and collectible it puts a range of beloved prayers in the palm of your hands
Pocket Book of Prayers 2015-03-05 written for an author by an author this is an unofficial definitive guide to increasing your book sales
at barnes and noble it covers how the barnes and noble algorithms work on both the storefront and the app how to get the promotions
tab at barnes and noble plus specific uses of it that work important metadata changes that help feed barnes and noble s visibility
algorithms how to optimize barnes and noble s underutilized print on demand arm and the specific settings that help you get into stores
more easily special programs at barnes and noble that can help get you visibility in the store
Get Your Book Selling on Barnes and Noble 2024-03-16 two more new titles in the barnes noble collectibles classic fiction series in flexi
leather look binding
Wuthering Heights 2015 romeo and juliet is william shakespeare s classic tragedy about a pair of star crossed lovers whose romance is
complicated by the mutual hatred of their families for one another written in the 1590s it was and continues to be one of shakespeare s
most popular plays over the centuries its characters have become iconic embodiments of idealized youthful love romeo and juliet is one
of barnes noble s pocket sized collectible editions it features an elegant bonded leather binding a decorative foil stamped cover and
distinctive gilt edging durable and collectible it puts a classic of literature in the palm of your hands
Romeo and Juliet 2013 a swiss orphan is heartbroken when she must leave her beloved grandfather and their happy home in the
mountains to go to school and to care for an invalid girl in the city
Star Trek 2016-04-04 an extraordinary coming of age story featuring one of the most independent and strong willed female protagonists
in all of literature a young woman looks back on her childhood in a harsh orphanage and describes her growing love for the man who
employs her as a governess
Tale of Two Cities (Barnes and Noble Flexibound Classics) 2018-11-14 when the king james translation of the bible was first published
in 1611 it was the first time that many people throughout the english speaking world were able to read the old and new testaments in
their native tongue this bonded leather gift edition also contains over two hundred full page illustrations by gustave dore 1832 1883
Heidi 2017-07-06 this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process
we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the
preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book
Jane Eyre 2016-08-05 almustafa the chosen and the beloved who was a dawn unto his own day had waited twelve years in the city of
orphalese for his ship that was to return and bear him back to the isle of his birth and in the twelfth year on the seventh day of ielool
the month of reaping he climbed the hill without the city walls and looked seaward and he beheld his ship coming with the mist then
the gates of his heart were flung open and his joy flew far over the sea and he closed his eyes and prayed in the silences of his soul so
begins the prophet kahlil gibran s transcendant verse cycle in which the prophet almustafa boards a ship bearing him homeward and
discusses with those whom he meets on board life love and and all aspects of the human condition never out of print since its first
publication in 1923 gibran s collection of prose poems is one of the best loved volumes in world literature
Holy Bible (Barnes and Noble Collectible Classics: Omnibus Edition) 2001 ����������� ������ �20����� ���� �������
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Mr. Barnes of New York 2013-10 this volume celebrates the poetic heritage of the emerald isle with more than 50 classic poems about
ireland s people history character and myths and legends its contributors include william butler yeats william allingham and other well
known irish poets the book is one of barnes noble s collectible editions classics each one features authoritative text by the world s



greatest authors in an elegantly designed bonded leather binding with distinctive gilt edging
The Prophet 2019-02-14 one of the most widely read novels of all time les mis rables was the crowning literary achievement of victor
hugo s career an enormous melodrama set against the background of political upheaval in france following the rule of napoleon i the
novel tells the story of the peasant jean valjean unjustly imprisoned and hounded by his nemesis the magnificently realised police
detective javert a monumental classic dedicated to the oppressed les mis rables captures the entirety of life in nineteenth century france
���������� 2016-12 war looms in leo tolstoy s war and peace and when napoleon invades russia in 1812 it forever changes those
whose lives it engulfs although told on a panoramic scale tolstoy s epic novel focuses the chaos of battle the horror of death and
bloodshed and the expression of the noble virtues of love and valor through their impact on the lives of three principal characters the
courageous prince andrei bolkonsky the idealistic pierre bezukhov and the nobly born beauty natasha rostov
Poems of the Irish People (Barnes and Noble Collectible Classics: Pocket Edition) 2017-01-19 in 1899 kate chopin stunned the literary
world with thepublication of the awakening her tale of a woman who seeks personal fulfillment in a relationship outside ofher tradition
bound marriage and household controversial in its day chopin spioneering novel served as a touchstone for many modernist works
published inits wake and is regarded a landmark work of feminist literature thiscollection of chopin s fiction features the full novel and
a selection of hershort stories steeped in the local color of her native louisiana the awakening and otherstories is one of barnes noble s
collectibleeditions classics each volume features authoritative texts by theworld s greatest authors in exquisitely designed foil stamped
binding withdistinctive colored edging and a silk ribbon bookmark decorative durable andcollectible these books offer hours of pleasure
to readers young and old andare an indispensable cornerstone for any home library
Irish Fairy and Folk Tales 2015-01-15 an illustrated version of the bible translated into modern english
Les Miserables (Barnes & Noble Omnibus Leatherbound Classics) 2017-03 a new series of classic fiction in flexi leather look binding
War and Peace 2019-12-27 �������������� �������������� ����� ������������������ �����������
������������������� 1775 1817 ���� ��������������������������������� ����������������
����
The Awakening and Other Stories (Barnes and Noble Collectible Classics: Flexi Edition) 2018-08 shall i compare thee to a summer s day
thou art more lovely and more temperate rough winds do shake the darling buds of may and summer s lease hath all too short a date
william shakespeare wrote some of the greatest poetry in all world literature in compact sonnets bursting with beautiful imagery and
timeless insights about love life and human nature this pocket edition makes available to those who love the words of the immortal bard
all 154 of his exquisite sonnets shakespeare s sonnets is one of barnes noble s collectible editions classics each volume features
authoritative texts by the world s greatest authors in an elegantly designed bonded leather binding with distinctive gilt edging
Illustrated Children's Bible (Barnes and Noble Collectible Classics: Omnibus Edition) 2012-10 the eighth addition to the barnes noble
collectible classic fiction series in flexi leather look binding
B&N Collectibles Pride and Prejudice 2015
���������� 1994-07
The Blue Fairy Book 2017-06
Nomination of A. James Barnes 1985
Shakespeare's sonnets, and A lover's complaint 2015
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 1871
A Bibliographical and Critical Account of the Three Editions of Watson's Memoirs of the Ancient Earls of Warren and Surrey. ...
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